
Cosy warmth.
Pleasant coolness.
Efficient energy.
O.K., we can do that!

R E D B LU E  E N E R G YR E D B LU E  E N E R G Y

Comfort and a healthy living environment are not a
luxury, but rather the cornerstones of a refined life-
style. It is our goal to meet this demand by providing 
a maximum of energy efficiency and constantly
improving ourselves.

redblue energy offers the latest generation of 
home technology and all that goes with it:

• energy-efficient heating, air-conditioning 
and ventilation technology,

• modern sanitary facilities and
• innovative electrical engineering and control

technology

all perfectly coordinated and from one source –
combined with a comprehensive service that ensures
the permanent functioning of the technical 
equipment.

Our name says it all: red stands for cosy warmth.
Blue for pleasant coolness. The fresh green and the
butterfly are part of our brand identity and a sym-
bol of our responsibility towards the environment
and climate protection.

Hachenburger Straße 1
D-57629 Müschenbach
Fon +49 26 62 / 9 48 93 0
Fax +49 26 62 / 9 48 93 60
info@redblue-energy.com
www.redblue-energy.com



Great climate 
under the sign 
of the butterfly.

R E D B LU E  E N E R G Y

Is it possible to combine one's desire for a cosy warm
home in winter or refreshing coolness in summer
with one's responsibility towards the environment
and the protection of the climate? We say YES.

With ‘redblue energy’ a company is introducing itself
that meets with extraordinary success the require-
ments for trendsetting heating, air-conditioning,
sanitary and electrical installations and, in so doing,
focuses on the sustainable use of natural resources.
The redblue butterfly points the way for this.

While most customers have to coordinate various
home technology specialists themselves, ‘redblue
energy’ offers all services from one source – all over
Europe. The customer can therefore be sure that all
components work together perfectly and that maxi-
mum energy efficiency is achieved.

In addition to turnkey-ready home technology,
‘redblue energy’ also offers a service that sets new
standards in the trade. Besides focusing of reliability
and cleanliness, we place particular emphasis on
operational convenience and an efficient emergency
service.

At the end of the day our customers are not only
always highly satisfied and feel comfortable in their
homes, they also fulfil their responsibility towards
the environment.


